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Daniel R. Niswander- Lyon's Den Productions. Paperback. Condition: New. 164 pages. Dimensions:
9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.The past is gone. The future is yet to come. The present is here. You could say
that the future is near, but its all really NOW. Here NOW. The Universe encompasses everything and
is vast and limitless. On the Earth planet, we seem to be out of touch with that fact and are often
distracted by time and space. Thus humankind seems to focus much on illusive things as if there
are restrictions and limitations on the simple fact that we are always conscious of our existence. Are
you confused Ill clarify. Sometimes a simple reminder will help us to keep our attention on the fact
that we are only actually living in the NOW. NOWMAN is the superhero of the eternal present
moment and his primary purpose is to remind everyone that he comes in contact with that all that
exists is right NOW! This book will take you on a journey through your consciousness. While reading
it, each one experiences an individual and unique adventure. It is enlightening and light-hearted.
Its intellectual and its silly. Its challenging and its fun. Keep...
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Reviews
Extensive manual for publication fans. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the author compose this pdf.
-- Alvina Runte PhD
Thorough guide for pdf enthusiasts. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been printed in an remarkably simple way which
is only soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which really altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Dr. Rowena Wiegand
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